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Abstract—Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have
achieved tremendous successes in various application domains
such as computer vision. However, current implementations
are characterized by large memory requirements and accesses,
which pose an impediment towards their deployment on low
cost embedded devices with fast runtime requirements. Recently,
FPGA based streaming CNN hardware accelerators have been
reported for alleviating these memory bottlenecks. However,
these implementations suffer from large number of convolution
operations which incur high power consumption. In this pa-
per, we investigate methods to exploit the redundancies in the
activation layers in order to reduce the dynamic power. We
propose a computationally efficient approximation method to
reduce the overall convolution operations with marginal accuracy
loss. Experimental results of our FPGA implementation based on
image classification datasets show that the proposed method leads
to considerable power savings.

Index Terms—Convolutional neural networks, FPGA, Stream-
ing hardware accelerators, dynamic power reduction, approxi-
mate computing

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning using convolutional neural networks(CNNs)
is finding its way into a wide range of Internet-of-Thing(IoT)
applications. These applications are often characterized by
large-scale data streaming that requires real-time processing
at the IOT device itself while meeting power constraints [1].

Recently, there is a growing interest in realizing custom
hardware accelerators on Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) to alleviate some of the above-mentioned challenges
[2]. It has been shown that the major performance bottleneck
in existing CNN accelerators lies in its dependence on off-
chip memories to store intermediate computations and weights
[3]. Streaming-based hardware accelerators [4]–[16] offer op-
portunities for achieving higher performance by eliminating
external memory accesses. However, they also incur significant
computational resources as all the CNN layers are executed
concurrently. This leads to high dynamic power dissipation
due to the intensive computations.

In this paper, we show that a considerable proportion of
convolution activations are discarded as a result of activation
functions, leading to high computational redundancies. Our
work aims to reduce dynamic power consumption of streaming
CNN hardware accelerators, by removing these redundant
computations.

To achieve this, we present a hardware friendly convolution
approximation scheme which predicts required computations
prior to actual computations. We show that the proposed
method leads to higher computational savings for wider CNN
models/datasets without sacrificing on accuracy compared to
existing approaches [17], [18]. The experimental results based
on streaming FPGA based accelerator indicates, that by using
the proposed method, power savings of over 12% and energy
savings over 11% can be achieved.

II. RELATED WORK
A. Streaming Hardware Architectures

FPGA based CNN accelerators are commonly implemented
in the form of a time-shared uniform accelerator which pro-
cesses layers sequentially [19], [20]. The large intermediate
data produced between layers are stored off-chip. However,
this approach suffers from performance and energy degrada-
tions [21], due to high off-chip memory accesses and resource
underutilization due to heterogeneous CNN layers [22].

Alternatively, streaming CNN accelerators, built upon
dataflow processing paradigm, with reduced/eliminated off-
chip storage and maximized on-chip buffering have been
proposed in [4], [6]–[8], [11]–[16] to address these issues.

Most stream based CNN accelerators are characterized by,
• Inter-layer parallel processing.
• Use of on-chip buffers to stream data between layers.
• Heterogeneous accelerator units, for better utilization.
However, the implementation of stream based accelerators

is a challenging task due to on-chip resource and memory
constraints. In existing work, stream based CNN accelerators
have been realized by various techniques: using bitstream
reconfiguration [4], fusing multiple layers [12], [13], changing
tile granularity [11], quantized CNNs (QNN) [7] and more
recently using FPGA clusters [6], [8]. In addition to the FPGA
based approaches, the work in [16] demonstrated an ASIC
multi-die realization of stream-based acceleration.

One key driving factor that will enable stream-based pro-
cessing of CNNs will be the continuous growth of on-chip
memory and compute resources in FPGAs [23]. Our work
aims to reduce the power consumption of streaming CNN
accelerators by reducing the convolution operations, which
accounts for majority of power dissipation.



B. CNN Hardware Optimization

Optimizing compute efficiency of CNNs is an actively
researched area. Existing work can be classified as follows.

1) Reducing Precision: Bitwidth quantization is an actively
explored area in CNNs to remove overheads associated with
full precision arithmetic. It has been shown that CNNs are
resilient to encoding based quantization schemes [24], fixed
point forms with linear quantization [25], logarthmic quanti-
zation [26] and even extreme forms such as binarization [27].

2) Network Pruning: This is another popular technique to
reduce the redundant operations in CNNs. The objective is
to compress the network, by sparsifying network connectivity
[28], [29] or by structured pruning to eliminate structures such
as filters/channels/layers, altogether [30].

3) Approximate Computing: This is an emerging area to
approximate computations via low-precision forms to gain per-
formance benefits [31], [32]. However using approximations
to replace computations lead to accumulation of errors causing
accuracy degradations in larger networks.

Our work employs lightweight approximations to predict
redundant convolution computations so that they can be elim-
inated. This enabled us to achieve significant computational
savings while maintaining original accuracy without the need
to retrain the network. Similar approach has been taken in [17],
[18] to eliminate convolution redundancies caused by max-
pooling. However, these work have been demonstrated only on
smaller datasets like MNIST and CIFAR10. We have evaluated
our method on larger datasets like Imagenet [33]. Additionally,
we show that compared to these methods, the proposed method
leads to potentially higher computational savings.

III. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. CNN Layers

CNNs typically consist of a series of convolution (CONV),
activation (ACT) and pooling (POOL) layers, followed by
several fully connected (FC) layers at the final stages. CONV
layers extract features hierarchically in the form of feature
maps by convolving the input feature maps with 2D pre-trained
filters. Activation functions are used to introduce non-linearity
to CONV feature maps. Most popular CNN models use ReLU
activation function denoted by (1). The POOL layers are used
for representative feature selection and downsampling feature
map representations to reduce computational complexity.

ReLU : f(x) = max(0, x) (1)

B. Redundancy Analysis

According to (1), ReLU sets all the negative input CONV
activations to zero. Hence, the computational effort incurred
for CONV operations for negative activations become redun-
dant. To evaluate the extent of this redundancy in well-known
CNN models, we used Caffe [34] to measure the percentage
of negative activations in several pre-trained CNN models:
Lenet [35] (MNIST [36]), Cifar10-Quick [37] (CIFAR10 [38]),
AlexNet [39] (Imagenet [33]) and VGG16 [40] (Imagenet
[33]). Fig. 1 shows the percentage of negative CONV activa-
tions in each layer for the above-mentioned networks. It can
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(d) VGG16 (Imagenet)
Fig. 1. Percentage of negative activations by layer
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Fig. 2. Redundant convolutions due to max-pooling and ReLU

be observed that the redundancy in certain layers range from
30%-90%, with the latter layers exhibiting significantly higher
redundancy. Thus, eliminating CONV operations that will
result in negative activations provides tremendous opportunity
to achieve computational and power savings.

We also compared the potential savings of our method,
with the previous approach that eliminates redundant CONV
operations due to max-pooling [17], [18]. Fig. 2, shows the
percentage of redundant computations across all networks
mentioned above. It can be observed that the proposed method
results in higher potential computational savings in all the
networks except for Lenet. This is due to the fact that apart
from Lenet, in larger networks max-pooling form only a
fraction of total operations compared to activations.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A. Overview

The proposed method aims to eliminate the computational
redundancies arising from ReLU activation by predicting the
positive/negative CONV activations using a low cost approxi-
mation scheme. The regular CONV operations are performed
only on the predictions yielding positive activations. In partic-
ular, the proposed CNN layer consists of the following stages:

1) ApproxConv : Lightweight approximation is performed
to obtain approximated CONV activations.

2) ReLUpred : Sign of approximated CONV activations is
checked.

3) CONV : Actual CONV operations are performed for
inputs/feature maps associated with positive predictions
and zeros are assigned to activations associated with
negative predictions.

4) ReLU : Finally, ReLU is applied to the CONV activa-
tions to eliminate false-positives.

The proposed method aims to eliminate redundant com-
putations in order to achieve power and energy savings in



hardware. However, this also incurs additional hardware units
that are required for the prediction. As such, the ApproxConv
operation must lend itself well towards low-complexity imple-
mentation such that the power consumed by ApproxConv does
not outweigh the power gained from removing the redundant
CONV operations. In the next subsection, we describe our
methodology to determine low-cost ApproxConv units.

B. Model-specific Convolution Approximation

To achieve a low-cost ApproxConv unit, we approximate the
convolution operations using original weights that are quan-
tized to power-of-two values represented by ±1/2n where n ∈
Z≥ 0. The mapping of original CONV weights to ApproxConv
weights is done by performing a static analysis on the trained
model of the original network using the validation data set.
The steps in the proposed methodology are:

1) Initialize number of power-of-two quantization levels
(NL) of all layers to 8.

2) The weights are saturated at the 99th percentile to
remove the adverse effects of outliers on the mapping.
The closest power-of-two value to this saturation point
is chosen as the maximum quantization level. We define
this point as ‘W99’, and the exponent as ‘m’.

3) At the start of each iteration, the quantization levels for
ApproxConv weights are set to 0, ±1/2m, ±1/2m+1,
. . . ., ±1/2m+NL−1.

4) Each weight is assigned to the nearest quantized level
and the modified model is tested in Caffe for accuracy
using the validation image set.

5) Steps 3-4 are repeated by decrementing NL at each
iteration till it reaches 1.

Finally, the weights mapping with the lowest NL whose
accuracy loss is under 1% is chosen and the corresponding
exponents are packed as the ApproxConv weights, which
requires a maximum bitwidth of log2(2 ∗ NL + 1).

Fig. 3a shows the weights distribution in the second CONV
layer in VGG16, where the dotted lines represent the Approx-
Conv quantization levels while the red dotted line represent
‘W99’ at the iteration when NL=3. At this instance, the
ApproxConv quantized weights are mapped to {0, ±0.03125,
±0.0625, ±0.125}, as indicated in Fig. 3b.

V. PROPOSED STREAMING CNN ACCELERATOR

The proposed CNN architecture is based on stream-based
processing where all the layers are computed in parallel
without external memory accesses. The outputs from one layer
is streamed to the next via on-chip buffers. The layers are
executed in parallel, where each layer starts processing once
it receives sufficient pixels for a valid CONV window.
A. Baseline Design

This subsection describes the hardware architecture of the
baseline design that will be used to evaluate the proposed
method. The architecture uses 8-bit integer precision for
activations and weights. The default quantization is based on
the offline approach used in Nvidia TensorRT [41]. The trained
weights are hardcoded to allow synthesis optimizations of
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Fig. 3. ApproxConv weights quantization in VGG16 2nd layer
multipliers. As the focus of this work is on CONV layers,
FC layers were excluded from the design.

The parameters used to describe the configurations of CNN
layers are, Ni, No, which represent number of input and output
feature maps of a layer respectively. Kc and Kp, represent
dimensions of the Convolution and Pool kernels respectively,
while Sp represents pool stride. The height and width of input
feature maps are represented by H and W, respectively.

1) Line Buffer: This unit caches the incoming pixels and
outputs convolution neighborhoods at every clock cycle. Each
unit contains (Kc-1) × Ni row buffers for buffering convolution
neighborhoods of Ni feature maps. We assume that the pixels
are read in a raster scan manner and hence, the row buffers
are W in length and they are implemented as registers.

2) CONV Unit: A loop-unrolled design consisting of par-
allel multipliers followed by an adder tree. Each CONV unit
takes an input of dimension Kc × Kc × Ni and outputs a
convolved pixel. Each unit contains Kc × Kc × Ni number of
parallel multipliers and adders. A convolution layer contains
No parallel CONV units.

3) Max Pool: The Max-pooling unit is decomposed into
two units performing max-pooling across vertical and hori-
zontal dimensions respectively. The vertical pool unit buffers
inputs from Kp-1 rows and outputs vertical maximums. These
are fed into horizontal pooling unit, which buffers the previous
Kp-1 inputs and outputs horizontal maximums.

4) ReLU: ReLU performs a multiplexing operation on the
pixel stream based on the sign bit of the input pixels.

A single layer of the baseline architecture with the config-
uration CONV-ReLU-MAX is shown in Fig. 4a.

B. Proposed Design

This proposed hardware architecture is shown in Fig. 4b
(only a single layer is shown). The following describes the
additional hardware units that are integrated in the proposed
achitecture to eliminate redundant CONV operations.

1) ApproxConv: The ApproxConv unit is similar in struc-
ture to the CONV unit with several key differences to make
it lightweight. The multipliers are replaced by bit-shift oper-
ations due to the proposed power-of-two quantized weights.
As the weights are hardcoded, the synthesis tool optimizes
the bit-shifters to bit-concatenation operations. The use of the
proposed power-of-two quantized weights also result in the
instantiation of low-cost adders.

2) ReLUPred: An extension of the normal ReLU unit
which provides no-operation commands (NO-OP) to the sub-
sequent CONV operations (required for convolution of feature
maps associated with predicted positive activations). The No-
OP signals are used to clock gate CONV circuitry.
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TABLE I. Accuracy comparisons

Network Baseline SignConnect [17] Proposed
SignConnect-1 SignConnect-2 Prop-1 Prop-2

Accuracy
(Top-1/Top-5)

Accuracy
(Top-1/Top-5)

Accuracy
(Top-1/Top-5)

Level
count

Weight
Bitwidth

Accuracy
(Top-1/Top-5)

Level
count

Weight
Bitwidth

Accuracy
(Top-1/Top-5)

VGG16 68.15/88.14 39.62/64.34 40.11/65.49 3 3 67.94/87.65 3 3 67.67/87.67
AlexNet 56.57/79.92 27.08/50.75 32.98/58.01 5 4 56.3/79.5 3 3 55.77/79.35

CIFAR10-Quick 72.19/97.69 68.18/97.03 68.95/96.97 3 3 71.74/97.53 2 3 71.88/97.75
Lenet 99.08/100 98.97/100 99.02/100 2 3 99.099/100 1 2 99/100

3) Pixel Delay Buffer: A synchronization buffer is used to
delay the inputs for the original CONV layer to process after
the ApproxConv and ReLUPred have completed operations.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Accuracy Evaluation
The accuracy of the proposed method was evaluated based

on Top-1/5 accuracies using CNN models and datasets men-
tioned in Section II.

Fig. 5 shows the change in Top-1 accuracy for varying num-
ber of power-of-two levels for ApproxConv weights according
to steps in Section III. As expected, error becomes high for
lower number of levels. As it was empirically found out
that using approximations for first layer notably increases the
error at lower number of levels, experiments were performed
applying approximations to all layers (Prop-1) and all layers
except the first layer (Prop-2). The results of Prop-1 and Prop-
2 shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b respectively, indicates that
when approximations are omitted from first layer error at lower
number of levels reduces.

Table I compares the accuracy of our methods Prop-1 and
Prop-2, with other methods. Columns 5, 6 and columns 8, 9
shows the optimized number of levels and the corresponding
bitwidth of the weights for Prop-1 and Prop-2 respectively. In
addition to the Baseline (no approximations are applied), we
also compare our accuracy with [17]. The method in [17] uses
the sign of the weights to perform the approximations and we
denote the method as SignConnect. Similar to our approach,
we evaluated the case where the method in [17] is applied
to all layers (SignConnect-1), and to all layers except the first
(SignConnect-2). It can be observed that although SignConnect
performs well for Lenet and Cifar10-Quick networks, error is
too high for Alexnet and VGG16. In comparison, our method
results in marginal accuracy drop for all the networks.
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Fig. 5. Top-1 accuracy change with power-of-two levels

B. Hardware Evaluation
The baseline and proposed designs (Prop-1 and Prop-2) for

Lenet [35] were implemented using Verilog HDL. The optimal
configurations shown in Table I were used for the proposed
method. The designs were synthesized at 100Mhz, targeting
Xilinx Virtex Ultrascale+ xcvu9p device, using Vivado 2018.3.
The dynamic power consumption was measured using switch-
ing activity generated from post-synthesis simulations, run on
Modelsim 10.6C, for MNIST samples covering all digits and
average power figures are reported.

The Table II summarizes the power, resource consumption
and the latency for the designs. It can be observed that Prop-
1 and Prop-2 achieve dynamic power gains of 10.79% and
12.17% respectively over Baseline. Since the performance
degradation is minimal, the energy/image gains over Baseline
for Prop-1 and Prop-2 are 10.03% and 11.83% respectively.
However, this benefit comes at the expense of slight increase
in LUTs due to additional ApproxConv units and an increase
in register counts due to additional row buffers.

TABLE II. Hardware evaluation
Baseline Prop1 Prop2

Change(%) Change(%)

Dynamic
Power

(W)

Total 2.2057 1.9565 10.79% 1.9263 12.17%
Conv 1.2749 0.9357 18.91% 0.9509 19.00%

ApproxConv 0 0.0943 - 0.0779 -
Other 0.9308 0.9265 -0.46% 0.8975 2.76%

Resource
LUT 627269 685650 9.31% 680867 8.54%
FF 297106 394420 32.75% 391079 31.63%

BRAM 28 31 10.71% 30.5 8.92%
Latency (ns) 9130 9210 0.88% 9165 0.38%

Energy/Image(J) 2.00E-4 1.80E-04 10.03% 1.77E-04 11.83%

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This work presents a method to lower dynamic power
of streaming CNN FPGA accelerators by exploiting run-
time redundancies in the convolution layers due to ReLU
activation operations. The proposed method leads to run time
computational and power savings with minimal accuracy and
performance loss. Future work may consider evaluations on
larger networks where savings are expected to be high.
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